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Abstract: We describe the missing class of the hierarchy of mixed unit interval graphs, generated
by the intersection graphs of closed, open and one type of half-open intervals of the real line. This
class lies strictly between unit interval graphs and mixed unit interval graphs. We give a complete
characterization of this new class, as well as a polynomial time algorithm to recognize graphs from
this class and to produce a corresponding interval representation if one exists.

A graph is an interval graph if one can associate to each of its vertices an interval of the real
line such that two vertices are adjacent if and only if the corresponding intervals intersect. A
well-studied subclass of the class of interval graphs is the one of proper interval graphs where it is
required that no interval properly contains another one. This class coincides with the class of unit
interval graphs where all intervals have length one [5].

However, in this description no particular attention is paid to the types of intervals we use: are
they open, closed, or semi-closed? Dourado and al. proved in [3] that this is of no importance as
far as interval graphs are concerned. This is no longer the case, though, for unit interval graphs:
deciding which types of intervals are allowed to represent the vertices of a graph is crucial. This
fact was notably studied in [5,4,2,3,1,6]. In these papers one can find results about the classes of
graphs we can get depending on the types of unit intervals we allow for their representations. In
particular it is shown that if all intervals in a representation are required to be of the same type (all
closed, all open, all left-closed-right-open, or all left-open-right-closed), one gets the same class of
unit interval graphs which is a proper subclass of mixed unit interval graphs, i.e., graphs obtained if
no restriction – apart from the unit length – on the intervals is imposed. Recently, Joos [1] gave a
characterization of mixed unit interval graphs by an infinite class of forbidden induced subgraphs,
and Shuchat et al. [6] complemented it by a polynomial-time recognition algorithm.

The aim of this paper is to complete this hierarchy of classes. We consider all subsets of the
four types of unit intervals, show that several of them lead to the classic unit interval graphs (where
all intervals are closed), recall the previously studied and characterized class determined by open
and closed unit intervals, and then show that – with respect to this parametrization – there exists
exactly one other proper subclass of the class of mixed unit interval graphs. We characterize this
class by an infinite list of forbidden induced subgraphs, give a polynomial-time algorithm to check
whether a graph belongs to this class, as well as an algorithm to produce an appropriate interval
representation of any graph of this class. 1
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1The result has been presented at TAMC 2015 in Singapore in May 2015.
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